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Abstract
The proper functioning of multicellular organisms requires the robust estab-
lishment of precise proportions between distinct cell-types. This develop-
mental differentiation process typically involves intracellular regulatory and
stochastic mechanisms to generate cell-fate diversity as well as intercellular
mechanisms to coordinate cell-fate decisions at tissue level. We thus surmise
that key insights about the developmental regulation of cell-type proportion
can be captured by the modeling study of clustering dynamics in population
of inhibitory-coupled noisy bistable systems. This general class of dynam-
ical system is shown to exhibit a very stable two-cluster state, but also
frustrated relaxation, collective oscillations or steady-state hopping which
prevents from timely and reliably reaching a robust and well-proportioned
clustered state. To circumvent these obstacles or to avoid fine-tuning, we
highlight a general strategy based on dual-time positive feedback loops, such
as mediated through transcriptional versus epigenetic mechanisms, which
improves proportion regulation by coordinating early and flexible lineage
priming with late and firm commitment. This result sheds new light on the
respective and cooperative roles of multiple regulatory feedback, stochastic-
ity and lateral inhibition in developmental dynamics.
Key words: Bistability; Differentiation; Feedback; Development; Canal-
ization; Epigenetic
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Introduction
The development of multicellular organisms relies on sophisticated collective
behaviors of interacting cells such as aggregation (1), segmentation (2) or
cell-type diversification (3). One intriguing collective phenomena has been
termed canalization (4) and refers to the developmental ability of a mul-
ticellular organism to produce the same end-result, such as the proportion
between distinct cell types, regardless of variability of its environment or
genotype. Cell-type proportion is primarily the result of a sequential dif-
ferentiation process wherein multipotent cells select between two distinct
fate-restricted cell subtypes. These binary cell-fate decisions are regulated
by the interplay between intracellular regulatory mechanisms required to
generate diverse cell-type attractors from a single precursor cell type and
intercellular signaling mechanisms required to coordinate fate decisions in
population of cells (Table 1). On the one hand, differentiation regulatory
networks typically involve positive feedback loops such as self-activation,
mutual activation or inhibition, or more elaborate motifs (5), which may
also operate at different timescales (6). On the other hand, cell-fate choice
is influenced by intercellular coupling via juxtacrine or paracrine signaling,
notably through a lateral inhibition mechanism whereby cells prevent each
other from differentiating into the same type (7).
The two systems where regulation of cell-type proportions have received
the most attention are the multicellular development of the social amoeba
Dictyostelium and early lineage specification during mammalian embryoge-
nesis. Vegetative Dictyostelium cells exposed to starving conditions aggre-
gate to form slugs and, eventually, fruiting bodies, which contains spores
and stalk cells with a relatively precise ratio of about 4:1 (8, 9). During
this process, starving cells start to differentiate into a heterogeneous pop-
ulation of prespore or prestalk cells where prespore cells elicit Dif1 signals
that promote other cells to acquire the stalk fate (10, 11). The spore and
stalk phenotypes are later stabilized at the mound and fruiting body stages,
presumably though positive feedback generated by intracellular or autocrine
signaling mechanisms (12, 13). Quite similar developmental features are ob-
served in early mammalian embryos where the small pool of cells (16-32
cell stage) of the inner cell mass is equally segregated in two populations of
primitive endoderm (Gata6-positive) and epiblast (Nanog-positive) lineage
cells (14). Cells are first biased to a specific lineage in a reversible manner
as Nanog-positive cells contribute to increase extracellular Fgf4 levels that
influence Fgf4-bound cells by preventing accumulation of Nanog and pro-
moting accumulation of Gata6 (15). Cell fate is later stabilized at E4.5 in
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an irreversible manner (16), presumably through the activation of stabiliz-
ing intracellular feedback mechanisms (15, 17) and cell motility and sorting
processes (18).
In both developmental systems, cell-type diversification and proportion-
ing relies on the interplay between intracellular regulatory mechanisms and
intercellular inhibitory signals, and tends to occur as a two-step differen-
tiation process. In contrast, positional information or cell division are not
critical factors in regulating these developmental differentiation processes,
though it can be the case for other developmental lineage decisions (19, 20).
An important issue is then to identify which regulatory features are mini-
mally required for efficient proportioning process (21–24). To address this is-
sue, we derive a model consisting in a population of inhibitory-coupled, noisy
and bistable cells, which recapitulates the main intracellular and intercellu-
lar properties described above. The rigorous and exhaustive analysis of this
class of model allows to identify the major obstacles to efficient cell-type
proportioning depending on the strengths of noise, intracellular feedback
and intercellular coupling. We further identify a universal strategy based on
dual-time regulatory feedback loops to circumvent these obstacles. Finally,
we discuss how this strategy is implemented in biological systems, notably
through the dichotomy between transcriptional and epigenetic regulation,
and how other mechanisms may further improve the cell-type proportioning
process or coordinate it with growth or patterning processes.
Cell lineages (organism) Positive feedback Signaling Ref
Spore/Stalk (Dictyostelium) Sdf1 ↔ DhkA Dif1p (10, 13)
Tricho-/Atricho-blast (Arabidopsis) Wer ↔ Gl3 CPCp (25, 26)
Anchor/Ventral uterine (C. Elegans) Lin12 ↔ Lin12 Lin12-Lag2j (27)
Neuro-/epidermo-blast (Drosophila) AS-C ⊢⊣ E(Spl)-C Delta-Notchj (28)
Motile/Primary cilia (Vertebrate) Foxj1 ↔ Rfx1 Jagged-Notchj (29)
Hypo-/Epi-blast (Mammal) Gata6 ⊢⊣ Nanog Fgf2-Fgfrp (15)
Neuron/Neural stem (Mammal) Ngns ⊢⊣ Cyclins Delta-Notchj (30)
Table 1: Intracellular and intercellular pathways for binary de-
cision. Examples of developmental fate decisions based on intracellu-
lar positive feedback loops and intercellular inhibitory coupling. p/j:
paracrine/juxtacrine signaling.
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Methods
Effective one-dimensional model for binary cell fate decision
Bistable behaviors occurring in a wide range of physical systems are often
studied as effective one-dimensional models. Although protein networks are
generally characterized with a sophisticated signaling and regulatory archi-
tecture, the mechanism underlying cellular bistability typically relies on a
core positive feedback loop, such as mutual inhibition or mutual activation
between two proteins. The dynamics of circuits featured with simple posi-
tive feedback architecture can potentially be reduced to a one-dimensional
model by using timescale separation arguments. Adiabatic elimination of
fast modes is straigthforward when a fast variable can be explicitely identi-
fied (e.g., mRNA), but can also be done by appropriate changes of variables.
This is for instance the case for the toggle-switch circuit where two protein
species of concentration pA and pB, are activated by some signal sA,B, inter-
acts through mutual inhibition of strength µ, and are eventually subjected
to self-activation of strength α (Fig. 1A):
dpA
dt
=
sA + α p
2
A
1 + α p2A
− (1 + µ p2B) pA (1a)
dpB
dt
=
sB + α p
2
B
1 + α p2B
− (1 + µ p2A) pB (1b)
This dynamical system, often used as a generic model for binary differentia-
tion decisions (31, 32), shows a transition from monostability to bistability
as sA,B increases. In the fully symmetric case sA = sB , the symmetric state
pA = pB is destabilized through a pitchfork bifurcation (supercritical or
subcritical depending on α and µ) giving rise to two coexisting stable states
A (pA > pB) and B (pB > pA). The coexistence of two stable fixed points
separated by a saddle point ~p0 defines a 1D invariant manifold denoted M
that corresponds to the unstable manifold of the saddle point and extends
to the stable manifold tangent to one eigenvector of the stable fixed points
(blue line of Fig. 1B). In contrast, the stable manifold of the saddle point
(red line of Fig. 1B) divides the phase plane into two basins of attraction.
For large enough µ, trajectories from any initial condition quickly approach
close to M and then slowly evolve along M toward A or B. Timescale
separation between fast and slow dynamics arises from the existence of a
fast eigenvalue λf and a slow eigenvalue λs, where |λf | ≪ |λs| in the eigen-
spectrum of the linearized system along M (top panel of Fig. 1C). The
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slower dynamics restricted to M can be captured by a scalar field f(x)
where x ∝ pB − pA, which is colinear to the slow eigenvector tangent to
M(~p0) in the symmetric case. The reduced scalar field f(x) on M can be
numerically computed but also approximated by a third-order polynomial
by applying center manifold reduction in the neighborhood of the saddle
~p0 (bottom panel of Fig. 1C). Indeed, by using appropriate linear coordi-
nate transformations ~z = T−1(~p − ~p0), the vector field given by Eqs. 1 and
rewritten as ~˙p = A(~p − ~p0) +N (~p − ~p0) becomes:
d~z
dt
= J~z + N¯ (~z) (2)
where T is the Jordan transformation matrix of A, J = diag(λs, λf ) and
N¯ (~z) = T−1N (T~z). Representing M by the mapping zf = h(zs) allows
to rewrite Eq. 2 as z˙s = λszs + N¯s(zs, h(zs)) and truncation of the taylor
expansion up to third order term lead to the normal form equation:
dzs
dt
= λ0 + λszs − λ3z3s + 0(z5s ) (3)
For α = 0, λ3 = p
2
0 µ
2(2λs − λf )− µ/2 is obtained by solving the invariance
equation z˙f = h
′(zs)z˙s. Applying the invariant manifold reduction approach
in the non-symmetric case (sA 6= sB) introduces a constant symmetry-
breaking term λ0 = λs(pA,0 − pB,0) − λ3(pA,0 − pB,0)3 in Eq. 3 that favors
the stability of A at the expense of that of B. The scaling transformation
x = zs/λ
1/3
3 and the introduction of a Gaussian white noise term leads to
the reduced system:
x˙ = s+ ρ xi − x3i +
√
2D ζt (4)
where s is a symmetry-breaking parameter, ρ the strength of intracellular
positive feeback and D the variance of the noise.
Effective population model of inhibitory-coupled bistable cells
A simple population model can be built by considering N cells i that are
described by the 1D intracellular dynamics of Eq. 4 and are coupled each
other through intercellular signaling. A common coupling term used for
this general class of globally-coupled bistable systems is ±γ(xi − xj) which
mediates activatory/attractive (for −) or inhibitory/repulsive (for +) cou-
pling (33, 34). Furthermore, interaction delays can be incorporated as an
explicit delay (34) or mediated by an intermediate mean field signal variable.
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From a biological viewpoint, although explicit delay is often used for mod-
els of delta-Notch signaling (35), a diffusive signal is assumed to be more
relevant to describe paracrine signaling mediated by diffusible factors (Dif1,
Fgf, CPC) or juxtacrine signaling in presence of mixing processes due to cell
movement (36). Accordingly, we consider the following population model:
dxi
dt
= f(xi)− γm+
√
2D ζi(t) (5a)
τm
dm
dt
=
1
N
∑
i=1,N
xi −m (5b)
with f(x) = s + ρ x− x3. The aforementioned interaction γ(xi −m) (with
γ > 0) contains two terms: the first term is absorbed in the positive feedback
parameter ρ and thus contributes to bistability (37) while −γm mediates a
global negative feedback of timescale τm related with the time-consuming
processes of synthesis, degradation, regulation or diffusion of the signaling
components. For the following, it is convenient to define the parameterized
potential,
U(x,m) =
∫
R
[f(x)− γm] dx (6)
which exhibits two wells xj(m) (j = A or B) and a saddle xS(m) for γm ∈
[r1, r2] with basins Ωj, curvatures U
′′
A,B,S(m) and barrier heights ∆A,B(m).
The Kramers escape rate from the well j = A or B is given by:
rj(m) =
√
U ′′j (m)|U ′′S(m)|
2π
exp
(
−∆j(m)
D
)
. (7)
Results
Steady-state proportion between two cell-type clusters
To investigate the dynamic and steady-state properties of the population
model (Eqs. 5), it is convenient to consider the continuum limit N → +∞
for which the model can be reformulated in terms of probability distribution
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function P (x, t):
∂
∂t
P =
∂
∂x
(
d
dx
U(x,m)P
)
+D
∂2
∂x2
P (8a)
τm
dm
dt
=
∫
R
xP (x, t) dx −m (8b)
The stationary solutions of Eqs. 8 satisfy the self-consistent equation (33):
m =
∫
R
xP(x,m) dx ≡ q(m) (9)
where P(x,m) = N (m)−1 exp (−U(x,m)/D) (N is the normalization pref-
actor). For γ > 0, Eq. 9 has a unique stationary solution m¯ that is asso-
ciated with a bimodal steady-state distribution P¯(x) = P(x, m¯) for ρ large
enough and s small enough. Several other steady-state quantities can be
defined the same way: potential U¯(x), fixed points x¯j , attraction basins Ω¯j,
Kramers escape rates r¯j, cluster sizes P¯j =
∫
Ω¯j
P¯(x) dx and cluster propor-
tion R¯ = P¯A − P¯B. This two-cluster steady state m¯ is stable for any γ, D
and τm values, which can be demonstrated in some limits by computing the
lowest stability exponent. In the limit τm → +∞, the probability distribu-
tion follows adiabatically the slow population dynamics and the stability of
the two-cluster steady state is determined by the eigenvalue q′(m¯)− 1 (Eq.
9) that is always negative for inhibitory coupling as q′(m¯) < 0 for γ > 0.
For noise small enough so that the escape time from one well is large
compared with the intrawell relaxation time, the slow time evolution of the
mean field m and proportion R = PA−PB depends on Kramers escape rate
rj(m) (Eq. 7) and well position xj(m) as,
dR
dt
= rB(m)− rA(m)− (rA(m) + rB(m))R (10a)
τm
dm
dt
= (xA(m)(1 +R) + xB(m)(1−R))/2 −m (10b)
The steady state satisfies R¯ = 2m¯−x¯A−x¯Bx¯A−x¯B ≡ g(m¯) and the eigenvalues of
the linearized system around {m¯, R¯} are found to be always negative for
inhibitory coupling as r¯′
A
(m) > 0 and r¯′
B
(m) < 0 for γ > 0.
The cell-type proportioning process requires that a broad range of ini-
tial conditions converges to the two-cluster steady state, but also rapidly
enough with respect to the developmental time τ (≫ {1, τm}) and stable
enough with respect to noise-induced interwell hopping. In fact, we show
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the existence of three distinct regimes that may obstruct efficient propor-
tioning (Fig. 2): (i) frustrated relaxation that compromises precise propor-
tions in finite time; (ii) steady-state hopping that hinders robust cell-type
acquisition against noise; (iii) collective oscillations that compromise stable
proportions over time. These regimes occur for specific ranges of parameters
(Fig. 2A,B) and are illustrated for the extreme case of an initial condition
where all cells start in a state strongly shifted to high x levels and biased
toward A fate (Fig. 2A-F).
Trade-off between precise proportion and robust commitment
For D low enough and τm not too large, the relaxation rate toward a steady
state {m¯, R¯} is governed at long time by the slowest relaxation modes
determined by the Kramers transition rates. At this slow timescale as-
sumed to be larger than τm, m adiabatically follows the change of propor-
tion R(t) =
∫
ΩA
P (x, t)dx − ∫ΩB P (x, t)dx which is driven by the Kramers
transition rates according to Eq. 10a with m = g−1(R). The rate of the
monotonous perturbation decay δR(t) = |R(t) − R¯| is mostly proportional
to the largest Kramers escape rate that typically decreases by several or-
ders of magnitude as δR diminishes. As a result, the relaxation can be-
come critically slow (i.e., frustrated) at the timescale τ when the system
has reached a critical distance from the steady state. Given that the map-
ping H(δR(t0)) = δR(t0 + τ) has a decreasing derivative function (constant
derivative for exponential decay), one can define a maximum frustrated pro-
portion δRǫ(~p) satisfying:
H(δRǫ, ~p) = δRǫ (1− ǫ) (11)
where ǫ ≪ 1 and ~p = {D, γ, s, ρ}. For s 6= 0, such frustration level is
different for positive and negative perturbation and needs to be normalized
as δRǫ/(1 + |R¯|). If H(δRǫ(m), ~p) − (1 − ǫ) is positive or negative for m ∈
[r1/γ, r2/γ], then δRǫ(~p) = 0 or δRǫ(~p) = 1, respectively. Frustration level
δRǫ is the highest for D and γ small and s large (Fig. 2A,B,C). Increasing
γ diminishes frustration by narrowing the range of m values associated with
bistability (m ∈ [r1/γ, r2/γ]) and, therefore, by restricting the possible range
of δRǫ. Higher noise (or lower barrier height) also reduces frustration by
increasing the perturbation decay rate as r ∝ exp (−∆/D) (Fig. 2D).
Although noise-induced interwell hopping is beneficial to reduce frustra-
tion during relaxation, it is biologically unlikely when equilibrium is reached
as stochastic transdifferentiation is not observed and harmful in fully devel-
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oped organisms. We thus define a biologically-irrelevant hopping regime
(Fig. 2A,B) for which non-negligible noise-induced interwell hopping occur
during time interval τ (Fig. 2E), which occurs for a noise larger than DH
given by,
(R¯+ 1) r¯A(DH) τ = 1. (12)
Note that the hopping regime necessarily coincides with an absence of frus-
tration. A trade-off between competing requirements for noise-driven relax-
ation and noise-robust clusters restricts the occurrence of efficient propor-
tioning to a narrow and specific range of noise level.
Collective oscillations through global negative feedback
Although increasing the strength of inhibitory coupling reduces the frus-
tration level δRǫ, it can also give rise to collective oscillations in presence
of large enough coupling delays. Some hints regarding the stability of these
collective oscillations can be gained by investigating the model without noise
(D = 0) and with identical elements (xi → x) without noise (D = 0):
dx
dt
= s− γm+ ρ x− x3 (13a)
τm
dm
dt
= x−m. (13b)
This class of two-dimensional dynamical system has been studied in details
by Boissonade and de Kepper (1980). The nullcline x˜(m) obtained by solving
f(x)−γm = 0 has a Z shape for m ∈ [r1/γ, r2/γ], such that stable hysteretic
oscillations occur for large enough coupling strength and delay for which all
the fixed points of the deterministic system are unstable. For s = 0, there
is a single fixed point (x = 0 and m = 0) for γ > ρ, and such fixed point
is unstable for τm > 1/ρ. Stable oscillations occurs in presence of a single
unstable fixed point when inhibitory coupling is strong enough (γ > ρ) and
slow enough (τm > 1/ρ), but also in presence of three unstable fixed point
for γ < ρ. In presence of moderate level of noise, numerical simulations show
the existence of a stable one-cluster oscillatory state that coexists with the
two-cluster steady state and is destabilized toward this state above a critical
noise level DO(~p) (< DH) (Fig. 2A,E). Note that such oscillatory behavior
quite differs from the case of explicit delays for which the two-cluster steady
state can be destabilized toward multiple oscillatory states (34).
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A dual-time positive feedback improves proportion regulation
Population of inhibitory-coupled bistable cells exhibits a stable two-cluster
state that nevertheless tends to be either too unstable at single-cell level
(hopping regime) or weakly attracting at population level (collective frus-
tration or oscillations). To resolve this antagonism, we propose a solution
based on the existence of multiple regulatory timescales, which allows to
control separately the relaxation and the steady-state properties. Indeed
cellular differentiation relies not only on transcriptional positive feedback
loops but also on slower positive feedback loops for instance mediated by
epigenetic mechanisms that stabilize gene expression pattern (38–40). To
describe such slower reinforcement mechanism, the model of the intracellu-
lar dynamics (Eq. 5a) is supplemented with a slow variable yi as follows:
dxi
dt
= f(xi) +
√
β
τy
yi − γm+
√
2Dx ζx,i(t) (14a)
τy
dyi
dt
=
√
βτy xi − yi +
√
2Dy τy ζy,i(t) (14b)
where τy and β > 0 are respectively the timescale and the strength of the
so-called epigenetic feedback. The choice of linear coupling terms between
variables x and y and the further assumption that Dx = Dy ≡ D are
not critical but very convenient as a two-dimensional potential U(x, y,m) =
U(x,m)+
√
β/τy x y− 12 τy y2 can be defined and stationary solutions P¯(x, y)
and m¯ can be obtained by replacing U(x,m) with U(x, y,m) in Eq. 8a. Us-
ing a timescale separation argument, an epigenetic feedback that is slow
enough (1 ≪ τy < τ) and inactivated at early time (y(0) ∼ 0) allows to re-
duce the occurrence of frustrated relaxation, steady-state hopping and col-
lective oscillations (Fig. 3). On the one hand, frustration regime is mostly
determined at early time by transition rates associated with the fast system
and potential U(x, 0,m) whose saddle barrier can be lowered by decreasing
s. On the other hand, the hopping regime is determined by the steady-state
potential U¯(x, y) whose saddle barrier can be heightened by increasing β.
Furthermore, oscillations are precluded in the fast system due to the low
ratio ∆(s)/D (for s small) as well as in the slow system if one assume a
slower timescale for the epigenetic positive feedback than for the global neg-
ative feedback (for τy > τm). As a result, dual fast-slow positive feedback
can significantly extend the domain of efficient proportioning by control-
ling separately and thus reducing simultaneously the respective domains of
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frustration, hopping and oscillations (Fig. 3A).
The efficiency of this proportioning mechanism therefore relies on the
existence of two relaxation phases well-separated in time (Fig. 3B,C). At
short time scale, fast intracellular feedback, noise level and intercellular
coupling strength contribute to a full relaxation of the fast modes toward
the steady state associated with low y values and low barrier height, while
further activation of the slow epigenetic feedback stabilizes both cell fates
and cluster size proportions. Although introducing a slow feedback is critical
for stabilizing cell-fate decisions, keeping a fast positive feedback mechanism
is still required for rapid symmetry-breaking and cell-fate diversification,
otherwise the cell-type proportioning would occur at the time scale of the
slow positive feedback. This biphasic relaxation mechanism can operate
to set any final proportion R(τ) value between 0 (equal proportion) and 1
(all-or-none proportion) by tuning s (Fig. 3D). A minor caveat is that R¯
depends on D (in proportion to s) while an initial epigenetic bias may lead
to significant proportion errors associated with frustration δR(τ).
Overall, this proportioning mechanism requires a specific hierarchy of
the system time scales where 1/r¯|U¯(x,y) > τ ∼ τy > 1/r¯|U¯(x,0) > τx ∼ τm,
which is consistent with the typical biological time scales ranging from less
than an hour for intercellular signaling (41), hours for protein expression
changes through synthesis and degradation processes, few hours to days for
epigenetic regulatory events (40, 42) and days for the developmental time
scale.
Discussion
Using a generic modeling framework, we have identified a minimal set of
mechanisms required to perform an efficient proportion control of distinct
differentiated cell types emerging during multicellular development. In pop-
ulation of interacting bistable cells, noise and inhibitory coupling need to be
finely tuned to reach a collective state characterized with precise proportion
between robust cell types. Fine-tuning is due to the antagonistic require-
ments between the respective tasks of diversification, proportioning and sta-
bilization of cell-state attractors. Stochasticity is important to create small
differences between identical cells (43, 44) and to escape from metastable cell
states, but is detrimental for robust cell-type specification. For its part, lat-
eral inhibition contributes to amplify small cellular differences (37, 43) and
is critical for rapid relaxation within a narrow proportion range, whereas it
promotes oscillatory behaviors or becomes counterproductive after cell sort-
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ing occurs. A solution to these antagonisms consists in the existence of dual
positive feedback loops operating at distinct timescales, which coordinately
orchestrate in time the emergence of diverse cell types, the precise regulation
of their proportion and their robust and quasi-irreversible fate commitment.
The importance of a multiphasic differentiation process is supported by
the common observation of a lineage priming phase before the irreversible
lineage-restricted fate commitment. This developmental stage is typically
characterized with dynamic expression of differentiation factors during which
pre-commitment decisions are reversible, such as in Amoeba (45, 46) or
mammal embryos (47, 48). In this process, the cooperation between tran-
scriptional noise and feedback is critical to provide flexible fate switching
abilities and quickly reach steady-state proportions. The further transition
from reversible lineage priming to irreversible fate determination happens
to involve the activation of a delayed positive feedback mechanism, which is
most likely mediated by epigenetic regulatory processes (49) but also by the
activation of autocrine signaling pathways (13) or by the spatial segregation
of cell subpopulations (18). Importantly, our model suggests the possibility
to autonomously schedule this transition between reversible and irreversible
commitment, as late epigenetic activation occurs when single-cell dynamics
has been stabilized to some extent, thereby reflecting that some steady-
state proportion has been reached. Although this biphasic differentiation
dynamics can establish precise, symmetric or asymmetric, proportions for a
wide range of initial conditions and of noise levels, it remains sensitive to
two classes of perturbations. On the one hand, parametric perturbations
of signaling or intracellular dynamics (parameter s in the model studied
here) can affect the proportions, as it has been shown when manipulating
extracellular levels of Dif1 in Dictyostelium (50) or of Fgf4 in mammalian
embryos (51, 52). On the other hand, transient perturbations of proportion
after cell removal or death during the late stabilization phase can lead to
frustration, which accounts for the error tolerance zone observed in Dic-
tyostelium (53) or for the use of a pool of undifferentiated stem cells to
restore proportions in plants or animals (54).
Other sophisticated regulatory processes influences cell-fate decisions
and, indirectly, the proportioning process. Notably, stem or progenitor cells
are subjected to an highly dynamic control of differentiation factors, through
ultradian oscillations (55), cell-cycle progression (56), or asymmetric divi-
sion (57). All these processes are prone to contribute to dynamic cellular
heterogeneity in term of cell-fate propensity, which further promotes both
rapid and divergent fate decisions and thus minimizes the risk of too slow
and frustrated differentiation without requiring other sources of stochas-
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ticity (30, 58). Although the intracellular mechanisms that switch com-
plex oscillatory dynamics toward diverse steady states can be very compli-
cated, low-dimensional models can nevertheless be used to address these
issues (59, 60).
The developmental regulation of cell-type proportion mechanisms also
uses mechanisms involved, in the first place, in tissue growth and patterning.
The fact that fate-restricted progenitor cells keep the ability to proliferate
suggests that proportioning can also be controlled through the relative pro-
liferation rates rather than interconversion rates between distinct types of
progenitors (20). Finally, spatial regulation of cell-type specification adds a
whole dimension to the issue of proportioning. Spatial arrangement of cell
types into domains often occurs after the proportioning process through cell
motility and sorting process (18, 61), but it may also take place simultane-
ously through a spatial control of fate decision depending on positional infor-
mations relative to compartment’s boundaries and signaling centers (19, 62).
Yet, the presence of morphogen gradient does not preclude the need for lat-
eral signaling to regulate domain size and sharpen domain boundary against
various sources of noises (63).
Conclusion
This study highlights how the developmental establishment of diverse cell
types requires a well-orchestrated interplay between intracellular, intercel-
lular and stochastic mechanisms. The challenge lies in reconciling the com-
peting demands of flexible decisions during early cell-type diversification
and proportioning and of robust lineage-restricted fate commitment for spe-
cialization purposes. The existence of multiple regulatory timescales ap-
pear critical to dissociate the positive feedback mechanisms that cooperate
with noise and lateral inhibition to promote cellular heterogeneity and tune
proportions, to those required to lock fate decisions regardless intercellular
signals and noise levels.
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Figure 1: One-dimensional model of bistable cell dynamics. (A)
Schematic representation of a typical positive-feedback circuit involved in
regulating cell differentiation. black/red lines: positive/negative interaction.
(B) Phase portrait depicting the fixed points (circles), the separatrix (red),
the invariant slow manifold M (blue) and example of trajectories (brown).
Parameters: µ = 50, sA,B = 0.5 and α = 0. (C) The invariant manifold
M(zs) is characterized by fast and slow eigenvalues λf and λs of the Jacobian
(top panel) and by a flow velocity (black line of bottom panel) approximated
by a third-order polynomial function given by Eq. 3 (red line of bottom
panel).
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Figure 2: Frustrated relaxation, steady-state hopping and collective
oscillations. Parameters: s = 0, τm = 4, ρ = 1 and τ = 1000 or otherwise
indicated. (A-B) Parameter domains associated with stable oscillations (red
vertical hatch), frustrated relaxation (dotted domains where brown bound-
aries are isolines δR0.9 given by Eq. 11) and steady-state hopping (blue
diagonal hatch delimited by blue line given by Eq. 12). Indexed circles
correspond to examples shown in panels C to F. (C-F) Simulated individual
and mean-field trajectories in response to a perturbation of the two-cluster
steady state for each regime (circles in panel A) and time-averaged proba-
bility distribution 〈P (x, t)〉[τ−T,τ ]. (G) Schematic representation of the ex-
istence of competing mechanisms and regimes, which complicates the task
of robust proportioning.
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Figure 3: Efficient proportion regulation: dual positive feedback
and biphasic relaxation. Parameters: s = 0, τm = 4, γ = 5, τy = 100,
τ = 1000, ρ = 0.5, β = 1 or otherwise indicated. (A) Frustration, oscilla-
tory and hopping domains (see Fig. 2 for legend) as function of D and β
(with ρ = 1 − β/2). (B) Relaxation dynamics of m, xi and yi represented
in time (up: D = 10−2; bottom: D = 10−1). (C) State-space trajectories of
individuals schematically drawn on the steady-state potential U¯(x, y). (D)
Distribution of final proportion R(τ) as a function of s for uniform distri-
bution of log10D ∈ [−2,−1], xi(0) ∈ [−1, 1] m(0) ∈ [−1, 1], for yi(0) = 0
or yi(0) ∈ [−
√
βτy,
√
βτy]. Dashed lines: R¯ computed for D = 10
−2 and
D = 10−1, respectively. (E) Schematic representation of relaxation dynam-
ics on a bistable potential, U(x), from out-of-equilibrium initial conditions:
Slow positive feedback avoids the regimes of hopping and frustration by
monitoring in time the balance between intracellular positive feedback and
noise.
